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See General Information for Switches, Industrial Control Certified for Canada - Component

Schneider Electric Industries S. A., DBA Telecomécanique
8001 Knightdale Blvd
Knightdale, NC 27545 USA

Investigated to CAN/CSA C22.2. No. 14-10

Accessory: relay sockets Model(s) RSZ E1S35M, RSZ E1S4BM

Digital counters Model(s) XBK8H1000033E, XBKT81030033E

Electronic repeat cycle timers Model(s) RE88857008, RE88857403, RE88857406, RE88857408, RE88857506, RE88857502, RE88857504, RE88857506, RE88857508, RE88866043, RE88866406, RE88866405, RE88866504, RE88866508

Electronic timers Model(s) RE48ACV13MW, RE48ACV12MW, RE48AMH12MW, RE48AML13MW, RE48AML12MW, RE48AML13MW, RE48ATM13MW, RE48ATM12MW, RXEL2TMF7, RXEL2TMF7, RXEL2TMF7, RXEL2TMF7, RXEL2TMF7, RXEL2TMF7, RXEL2TMF7, RXEL2TMF7, RXEL2TMF7, RXEL2TMF7

Industrial applications, open type Model(s) RSL1AB4BD, RSL1AB4ED, RSL1AB4JD, RSL1AB4ND, RSL1GB4BD, RSL1GB4ED, RSL1GB4JD, RSL1GB4ND, RSL1JB4BD

Limit switches Model(s) XCJ-102, XCJ-103, XCJ-110, XCJ-121, XCJ-125, XCJ-126, XCJ-127, XCJ-128

Open type, for use in industrial applications Model(s) RXG11B7, RXG11BD, RXG11E7, RXG11ED, RXG11F7, RXG11FD, RXG11JD, RXG11KD, RXG11LD, RXG11ND, RXG11PD, RXG11QD, RXG11RD, RXG11SD, RXG11TD, RXG11UD, RXG11VD, RXG11WD, RXG11YD, RXG11ZD

Model(s) RM84870301, RM84870302, RM84870303, RM84870304, RM84870305, RM84870306, RM84870307, RM84870308, RM84870309, RM84870401, RM84870402, RM84870403, RM84870404, RM84870405, RM84870406, RM84870407, RM84870408, RM84870409, RM84870409, RM84870801, RM84870803, RM84870804, RM84870806, RM84870807, RM84870808, RM84870809

Solid state relays, for use in industrial control applications Model(s) SSM1A145BD, SSM1A145F7, SSM1A445BD, SSM1A445F7, SSM1A455BD, SSM1A455F7

Solid-state switches Model(s) SSL1A12BD, SSL1A12BDR, SSL1A12JD, SSL1A12JDR, SSL1A12ND, SSL1A12NDR, SSL1D03BD, SSL1D03JD, SSL1D03ND, SSL1D101BD, SSL1D101JD, SSL1D101ND

Voltage Control Relay Model(s) RM22UA23MR, RM22UA33MR, RM22UA33MT

Investigated to

Industrial Control Switches Model(s) RE88, followed by 857 followed by 0, 1, 3, 4, 6 or 7, followed by 0, followed by 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, or 9

RE88, followed by 867 followed by 1, 2 3 or 4, followed by 0, 1, 3 or 5, followed by 0, 3 or 5

Open type, Industrial, Time Delay, Solid state switches Model(s) RUW101MW
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Marking: Company name or trademark, model designation and the Recognized Component Mark for Canada, on the product or on the smallest unit container in which the product is packaged.
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